Blue Prism v6.5
Automate Together. Automate Better. Automate More.
Blue Prism connected-RPA is an intelligent RPA platform, that is business-led and technologycontrolled. With user-friendly design and easy access to AI capabilities, Blue Prism connected-RPA
enables operational experts to build innovative process automations—while automatically meeting
strict security and compliance standards—with easy to use drag-and-drop AI. This game changing
power of choice empowers the entrepreneurial spirit of your business leaders allowing them to
innovate and help your business compete.
Our Vision:
•

Automate More – expand on early RPA endeavors, intelligently and strategically with insight

•

Automate Better – build higher-quality process automations, faster and more easily

•

Automate Together – try, play and learn quickly and intuitively within a community best-inclass of researchers, providers and experts

Overview
V6.5 allows business leaders to automate better with
features that expand on the pillars of scalability and
security. This latest version of the Blue Prism
platform focuses on data, language expansion and
increased security. New features include full
Japanese and simplified Chinese language
capabilities; outbound data gateways, offering more
data control while reducing the amount of storage
being used; and IPv6 support. In addition to all new
functionality, with v6.5 Blue Prism allows users to
choose from best-in-class technologies that are
available for instant download via the Digital
Exchange and ready for use in the Blue Prism Design
Studio. Through simple drag-and-drop functionality,
business users can easily build an
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automated process including their choice of AI, OCR,
Machine Learning, Process Mining, and much more.
That means no coding or development is necessary
to build custom, intelligent automations with
unparalleled security.
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Features and Benefits
Blue Prism version 6.5, combined with the Intelligent
Automation Skills, makes building higher-quality
business processes easier than ever before. And
because we know that your data is the most critical
part of an efficient business process, v6.5 delivers the
features to make data more accessible by all of your
systems.
Data Gateways – Make it easier to do more with
data by providing a mechanism to push data from
Blue Prism to external systems such as monitoring
tools, reporting engines, data stores or flat files. This
includes data such as Session Logs, Published
Dashboards and new custom object data.
It also provides more control for managing data in
the platform – for example it is now possible to
select to only store session logs in an external
system.
Full Japanese and Simplified Chinese – ConnectedRPA is a global solution that gives enterprises
throughout the world a competitive advantage. And
as Blue Prism continues to be a leader in the
innovative Japanese and Chinese markets, we are
enabling professionally translated versions of our
platform. Through a simple drop-down box a
customer can select their preferred language on the
Blue Prism interface. Additional languages will be
supported in the future.
IPv6 Support: Blue Prism can be deployed in
environments that utilize IPv4 or IPv6 network
protocols for all connections as well as those that
use a hybrid approach, utilizing a combination of
both protocols.
Updates to Login Agent to bypass SAS: A new
Login Agent version provides the ability to
programmatically send Ctrl + Alt + Del as part of the
login, to assist in situations where this security policy
cannot be disabled.
Google Sheets VBO: Allows Blue Prism to easily
create and interact with google sheets to update
spreadsheets, create workbooks, add data, work
with ranges, and much more.
Work Queue Trends and Analytics: Review trends
and patterns and predict resourcing requirements
based on changeable volumes.
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The Blue Prism Digital Exchange enables business
users to very quickly create new industry- and processspecific expansions of the Blue Prism platform.
Visit the Blue Prism customer portal to download
version 6.5, and the Digital Exchange to leverage all
the business benefits this release offers:
Knowledge & Insight - The ability
to harvest, understand & deliver
insights from disparate data
sources.
Learning - The ability to adapt to
evolving process patterns & derive
contextual meaning.
Visual Perception -The ability to
read, understand & contextualize
visual information.

Problem Solving - The ability to
solve logic, business, and system
problems autonomously.

Collaboration - The ability to
work seamlessly alongside people
& systems.
Planning & Sequencing - The
ability to optimize workloads &
discover opportunities for better
outcomes.

